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ABSTRACT

We present the [O II] (133729, 3726) luminosity function measured in the redshift range 0.1 < z < 1.65 with unprecedented depth and accuracy. Our measurements are based on medium resolution flux-calibrated spectra of emission line galaxies with the visual and near UV FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2) for the Very Large Telescope (VLT) of the European Southern Observatory (ESO) and with the SDSS-III/BOSS spectrograph. The FORS2 spectra and the corresponding catalog containing redshifts and line fluxes are released along with this paper. In this work we use a novel method to combine these surveys with GAMA, zCOSMOS, and VVDS, which have different target selection, producing a consistent weighting scheme to derive the [O II] luminosity function. The [O II] luminosity function is in good agreement with previous independent estimates. The comparison with two state-of-the-art semi-analytical models is good, which is encouraging for the production of mock catalogs of [O II] flux limited surveys. We observe the bright end evolution over 8.5 Gyr: we measure the decrease of log L from 42.4 erg/s at redshift 1.44 to 41.2 at redshift 0.165 and we find that the faint end slope flattens when redshift decreases. This measurement confirms the feasibility of the target selection of future baryonic acoustic oscillation surveys aiming at observing [O II] flux limited samples.
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1. Introduction

In the current A cold dark matter (CDM) paradigm, the matter dominated Universe at redshift 1.65 becomes driven by dark energy at z = 0 (Planck Collaboration XVI 2014). This is one of the reasons for the great interest in understanding the evolution of the Universe during this time span.
To understand the structural evolution of the Universe during this epoch, we need the largest possible map. Measuring rapidly accurate galaxy positions (redshifts) is crucial to building precise maps. The measurement of the emission-line-based redshifts in the optical domain with ground-based optical spectrographs is the least telescope time-consuming observing mode to build such maps. Luckily, narrow spectroscopic signatures in emission are abundant and enable precise redshift measurements. The strongest emission line in an optical galaxy spectra is the Hα 1665 Å emission line. It allows the construction of galaxy maps to redshift 0 < z ≤ 0.53, for example, the Canada-France Redshift Survey (CFRS; Lilly et al. 1995; Tresse et al. 1998), or the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey (Driver et al. 2011; Gunnawardhana et al. 2013). The second strongest set of emission lines is [OII] (λλ4959, 5007) and Hβ, which allows the construction of maps to redshift 0 < z ≤ 1.1, for example the VVDS wide survey (Le Fèvre et al. 2013) or the z-COSMOS survey (Lilly et al. 2009). However, to map the complete range 0 < z < 1.65 with these lines it is necessary to observe spectra in the infrared where the atmosphere is less transparent, i.e., with longer exposure times. The third strongest set of lines is the [OIII] (λλ3729, 3726) emission line doublet that allows an accurate redshift estimate throughout the redshift range 0 < z < 1.7. The DEEP2 survey (Newman et al. 2013) measured the redshifts in the range 0.7 < z < 1.4 with the resolved [OII] doublet.

The [OII] luminosity function (LF) and its evolution is therefore pivotal for the planning of future spectroscopic surveys, which will target the most luminous [OII] galaxies until they reach the required density to address the fundamental question of the nature of dark energy.

The [OII] LFs have been previously derived by Gallego et al. (2002), Ly et al. (2007), Argence & Lamareille (2009), Zhu et al. (2009), Gilbank et al. (2010), Sobral et al. (2013), Ciardullo et al. (2013), Drake et al. (2013). In these analyses (spectroscopy or narrowband photometry), the bright end of the [OII] LF is, however, not well constrained, in part because either the survey areas are small or the redshift selection is very narrow. With our study we aim to better constrain the bright end of the [OII] LF by using new deep spectroscopic measurements.

In this study, we gather an [OII] emission line sample from publicly available data to which we add newly acquired spectroscopy. In Sect. 2, we describe current publicly available [OII] data and the new flux-calibrated spectroscopic data acquired by ESO VLT/FORS2 and by SDSS-III/BOSS spectrograph. With this combined sample we measure the [OII] LF in Sect. 3. We also project the LF to inform the planning of future surveys. Finally, we compare our measurement with semi-analytical models in Sect. 4. Although this new sample is suitable for such an analysis, we do not perform a new calibration of the relation [OII] – star formation rate (SFR) – dust, and leave it for future studies.

Throughout the paper, we quote magnitudes in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1982) and we provide the measurements in Planck cosmology $h = 0.673$, $Ω_m = 0.315$, $Ω_A = 0.685$, $\Omega_{\text{Dark Energy}} = -1$ (see Planck Collaboration XVI 2014).

## 2. [OII] spectroscopic data

To measure the LF, we collected publicly available [OII] flux-calibrated spectroscopy from which no [OII] LF was previously derived.

### 2.1. GAMA

The Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey released its spectroscopic data and corresponding catalogs (Driver et al. 2011; Baldry et al. 2014). They provide a magnitude-limited sample ($r < 19.8$) with spectroscopic redshifts (extending to redshift ~0.4) and [OII] flux measurements corrected from the aperture on one of their fields of stripe 82 (48 deg$^2$ near $\alpha_{J2000} = 217^h$ and $\delta_{J2000} \sim 0$; Hopkins et al. 2013). We matched this sample to the stripe 82 deep co-add (Annis et al. 2014) to obtain the $u,g,r,i,z$ optical counterpart of each [OII] emitter.

### 2.2. VVDS

The VIMOS VLT Deep Survey (VVDS) final data release (Le Fèvre et al. 2013) provides catalogs and spectra of all observations. We used a restricted set of catalogs where spectroscopic redshifts and the fits of the emission lines on the spectra are provided: the deep and ultra deep observations of the 2h field and the wide observations on the 22h field. Spectral features were measured with the same pipeline as in Lamareille et al. (2009). The $u,g,r,i,z$ optical magnitudes for these samples were taken from the CFHT-LS deep and wide observations (Ilbert et al. 2006; Coupon et al. 2009; Bielby et al. 2012).

To derive the integrated line flux, we converted the measured equivalent width (EW) into a flux density using

$$f_\lambda^{\text{total}} = -EW_{\text{measured}} \times 10^{-\left(m+48.6)/2.5\right)} \frac{C}{\lambda_{\text{[OII]}}} \text{erg cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{Å}^{-1},$$

(1)

where $m$ is the broadband magnitude of the CFHTLS filter containing [OII]. Table 5 gives the magnitude used as a function of the redshift of the galaxy. We compared this flux density with the one measured in the slit to make sure the discrepancy is on the order of magnitude of an aperture correction, and used $f_\lambda^{\text{total}}$ in the LF.

### 2.3. z-COSMOS

We used the public z-COSMOS 10 k bright spectroscopic sample on COSMOS field (Scoville et al. 2007b; Lilly et al. 2009), which provides spectroscopic redshifts and fits of the emission lines in the spectra. The corresponding optical photometry was taken from Scoville et al. (2007a), Ilbert et al. (2009). The z-COSMOS survey provides the correction of the aperture correction for 1 arcsecond slits along the dispersion axis.

### 2.4. New data from ESO/VLT on the COSMOS field

The data described in this section is thoroughly documented and publicly available.\footnote{http://eboss.ft.uam.es/~comparat/website/ELG_VLT/}

We constructed an optimized color-box using the extremely rich ground-based photometry of the COSMOS/HST-ACS field (Capak et al. 2007; Scoville et al. 2007a; Ilbert et al. 2009) in order to target galaxies with strong emission lines that are expected in the redshift range 0.9 < z < 1.7.

We observed 2265 targets with the VLT/FORS-2 instrument equipped with the 600c+23 holographic grating, which is the unique multi-object spectroscopic ESO instrument that reaches out to 1 µm allowing one to probe galaxies with redshift z ≤ 1.7 using the [OII] emission line. The spectral range 737 nm–1070 nm is sampled with a resolution $\lambda/\Delta\lambda = 1390$ at 900 nm. We made two short exposures of 309 s each and we observed emission lines with a flux > $10^{-16}$ erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ at...
a signal-to-noise ratio \(S/N > 7\) at redshift \(z > 1.3\) and with a better \(S/N\) at lower redshift.

The targets are on the COSMOS field centered at \(\text{RA}_{2000} = 150^\circ\) and \(\text{Dec}_{2000} = 2.2^\circ\) (see Fig. 1). The field covered is not perfectly continuous. The area where slits can be placed is smaller than the complete mask area and we designed the pointings without considering this effect. Therefore, there are vertical empty stripes of 36 arcsec between each row of observations. The same effect applies horizontally, but is smaller (empty stripes of \(<3\) arcsec).

We performed the target selection on the COSMOS photZ catalog from Ilbert et al. (2009), which contains detections over 1.73 deg\(^2\) (effective area).

2.4.1. Selection

To completely fill the slit masks, we used six different selection schemes using the COSMOS catalog magnitudes (MAG AUTO not corrected for galactic extinction):

- **Class A**: a \(griz+3.6\,\mu\text{m}\) selection with \(20 < g < 24\) and \(i-z > (g-i)/2-0.1\) and \(r-z > (i-\text{mag}_{3.6\mu\text{m}})/3\) and \(r-z > 0.8(g-i)+0.1\); these criteria select strong \([\text{O\textsc{ii}}]\) emitters that are bright and blue. It was designed using the Cosmos Mock Catalog (Jouvel et al. 2009);

- **Class B**: \textit{Herschel} detected galaxies at 5\(\sigma\) (Lutz et al. 2011);

- **Class C**: MIPS detected galaxies at 5\(\sigma\) (Le Floch et al. 2009);

- **Class D**: \textit{ugr} selection from Comparat et al. (2013b); \(20 < g < 23.5\), \(-0.5 < u-g < 1\), \(-1 < g-r < 1\), \(-0.5 < u-r < 0.5\);

- **Class E**: \textit{gri} selection from Comparat et al. (2013b); \(-0.1 < g-r < 1.1\), \(0.8 < r-i < 1.4\), \(20.5 < i < 23.5\);

- **Class F**: a photometric redshift selection \(1 < z_{\text{phot}} < 1.7\) and \(20 < i < 24\) to fill the remaining empty area of the masks.

**Class A** is the only sample on which one can perform a standalone statistical analysis. In fact, the slits placed on the other selections were constrained by the slits placed on the **Class A** targets; therefore, the obtained samples are not random subsamples of their parent selection. Table 1 describes the quantity of each class observed and the quality of the redshift obtained (see next section). The location of these samples in the \(u-b\) vs. \(M_B\) absolute magnitude band is presented in Fig. 2. It shows that the **Class A** and **C** targets are bright and blue. A comparison of this selection with DEEP 2 observations (Mostek et al. 2013) demonstrates that **Class A** galaxies have stellar masses between \(10^{10}\, M_\odot\) and \(10^{11}\, M_\odot\) and an \(SFR > 10^{1.5}\, M_\odot\,\text{yr}^{-1}\), and therefore possess strong \([\text{O\textsc{ii}}]\) emission lines. The redshift efficiency for the **Class A** selection is 701/947 = 74.0\% (692/947 = 73\% have \(0.6 < z < 1.7\) and 552/947 = 58\% have \(1 < z < 1.7\)). The selections may seem complicated on

![Fig. 1. Location on the sky of the galaxies observed with the VLT in this paper (red crosses). All COSMOS photometric redshift catalog detections are shown by green dots.](image1.png)

![Fig. 2. Selection. \(u-b\) color vs. \(M_B\) absolute magnitude for each selection with \(M_B\) derived using the photometric redshift. The vertical bars show the mean \(1\sigma\) error on the \(u\) and \(b\) bands for each selection. **Class A** objects are bright and blue.](image2.png)

### Table 1. Number of spectra observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Q)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>2265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eff</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** **Class** is the selection scheme used; \(Q\) is the redshift quality of the spectrum observed; “eff” is the efficiency defined as the ratio (in percent) between the number of spectra with a quality of 3 or 4 and the total.
first sight, though they were useful to minimize telescope time and measure a large number of [OII] emitters. The Class A, D, and E selections try to mimic an absolute magnitude MB selection using optical bands. Class A is successful as it is 16% more efficient than the magnitude limited selection represented by Class F.

2.4.2. Data reduction, spectroscopic redshifts

The data processing pipeline performs an extraction of the spectrum that allows the estimation of the flux in the [OII] emission line. This procedure has two steps.

1. We apply the scripts and procedures from the ESO pipeline document. We use FORS_BIAS for the master bias creation, FORS_CALIB for the master calibration creation, and FORS_SCIENCE to apply the calibrations and subtract the sky. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 from that document show an example of the data reduction cascade. We use the “unmapped” result obtained in the middle of the FORS_SCIENCE part of the reduction, and the matching frames containing the wavelength values. Both “average” and “minimum” combinations of the two frames are obtained on each mask.

2. Emission lines are visually identified on both average and minimum reductions. The visual inspection is more efficient than an automated measurement because of the presence of cosmic ray residuals when combining the two exposures, and the strong variations of S/N across the two-dimensional spectra (both spatially and spectrally). A quality flag Q is assigned to each object: 4 (secure redshift identification), 3 (clear single line redshift identification), 2 (possible line, not 100% convincing), 1 (a rough estimate), 0 (strong defect preventing redshift measurement or line identification). We consider Q = 3 or 4 to be reliable redshifts (see Table 1).

As shown in Fig. 3 the redshifts measured for the galaxies in our study fill the gap between COSMOS 20 k and COSMOS Deep 4.5 k (Scoville et al. 2007b; Lilly et al. 2009). The highest redshift in our sample is z_{max} = 1.73. Classes B and C mainly contain galaxies at redshifts below z < 0.8.

There is a small overlap between the sample presented here and previous COSMOS spectroscopic samples; this allows us to compare the redshift of objects observed twice (the positions on the sky match within 0.1 arcsec). For the set of objects with Class A, 7 galaxies with Q = 3 and 26 with Q = 4 have a counterpart with a high quality flag. For the set of objects with Class ≠ A, 15 galaxies with Q = 3 and 21 with Q = 4 have a counterpart with a high quality flag. Among these matches, only two galaxies have a spectroscopic redshift that do not agree at the 10% level (dz > 0.1(1 + z)). After a second inspection of these redshifts we found that the redshifts we obtained are correct (see Fig. 4).

We also compared our spectroscopic redshifts to the photometric redshifts from Ilbert et al. (2009, 2013). We considered 1344 objects with both good spectroscopic redshift and photometric redshift. A total of 97.3% (1306) of the photometric redshifts are in agreement with the spectroscopic redshift within a 15% error, and 89.9% (1207) within a 5% error (see Fig. 5).

Finally, we fit the emission lines detected in the spectra using a simple Gaussian model for every line. Given the resolution of the spectrograph, one cannot detect the difference between the...
2.4.3. Galaxies with a flux $\text{[O II]} > 10^{-15}$ erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$

There are three galaxies with [O II] fluxes greater than $10^{-15}$ erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$. Two are compact and have broad emission lines and are probably active galactic nuclei (AGNs). For the LF analysis, we removed the broad-line AGNs in order to be able to easily compare our results with other studies. The third galaxy appears disturbed and might be undergoing a merging process.

2.5. Data from SDSS-III/BOSS ELG ancillary program

Within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III collaboration (SDSS; York et al. 2000; Eisenstein et al. 2011; Dawson et al. 2013), galaxies with strong emission lines (ELG) were observed in the redshift range $0.4 < z < 1.6$ to test the target selection of emission line galaxies on two different photometric systems for the new SDSS-IV/eBOSS survey. These observations are part of the SDSS-III/BOSS ancillary program and are flagged “ELG” or “SEQUELS_ELG”. These spectra will be part of the SDSS data release 12 (DR12).

2.5.1. CFHT-LS ugrí selection

During a first observation run, a total of 2292 fibers were allocated over 7.1 deg$^2$ (the area of an SDSS-III plate). The ELG were observed for 2 h with the spectograph (Smee et al. 2013) of the 2.5 m telescope located at Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico, USA, (Gunn et al. 2006). The targets were selected from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
Fig. 9. Observations with the SDSS telescope based on the CFHTLS photometry. Top row, left: $u - r$ vs. $g - i$ colored according to the photometric redshift. The selection applied is in the dashed box. Right: color selection projected in the $u - g$ vs. MG plane which shows our selection aims for the brightest and bluest objects. Middle row: RA, Dec in degrees (J2000). Left: $g < 25$ objects from the CFHT-LS W3 photometric redshift catalog. Right: targets observed spectroscopically. Bottom row, left: distribution of the redshifts observed. It is very efficient for selecting redshift 0.8 ELGs. Right: spectroscopic redshift and photometric redshift. The dashed lines represent the error contours at $dz = 0.15(1 + z)$. The agreement is good.

Legacy Survey (CFHT-LS) Wide W3 field catalog with $ugri$ bands. The data and cataloguing methods are described in Ilbert et al. (2006), Coupon et al. (2009), and the T0007 release document\textsuperscript{3}.

\textsuperscript{3} http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHTLS/

The color selection used is

$$-0.5 < u - r < 0.7 \cdot (g - i) + 0.1 \text{ and } 20 < g < 22.8.$$
and we observed 2292 of them. The observations of this sample were obtained on the three SDSS plates numbered 6931, 6932, and 6933.

The reduction and the fit of the redshift is fully automated and performed by version v5_6_elg of the BOSS pipeline (Bolton et al. 2012). A total of 88.7% of the spectra observed have sufficient signal to be assigned a reliable redshift (see Table 2). Of this sample 82.3% are emission line galaxies (ELGs), 5.6% are quasars (QSOs), and 0.7% are stars. A total of 11.3% of the spectra have insufficient S/N to obtain a reliable spectroscopic redshift. The spectroscopic redshift distribution obtained is presented in Fig. 9. The photometric redshifts from T0007 on CFHT-LS W3 perform well. Of the 1609 galaxies with a photometric redshift and a good spectroscopic redshift, 92.3% (1486) are within a 15% error and 71.9% (1157) within a 5% error. The bluer objects tend to have larger uncertainties on the photometric redshifts. Improving CFHT-LS photometric redshifts for this population is of great interest, but is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.5.2. SCUSS + SDSS ugr selection

A similar target selection was applied to a combination of SCUSS u-band survey4 (Xu Zhou et al., in prep.; Hu Zhou et al., in prep.) and SDSS g,r,i photometry on a region of the sky of 25.7 deg2 around $\alpha_{2000} \sim 23^h$ and $\delta_{2000} \sim 20^\circ$. This observation run, with a total of 8099 fibers allocated, measured ELG spectra with exposure times of 1h30 and covered 25.7 deg2.

The color selection used is similar to the previous selection, but with a u magnitude limit instead of a g limit:

$$-0.5 < u - r < 0.7 \cdot (g - i) + 0.1 \quad \text{and} \quad 20 < u < 22.5.$$  

We also had a low priority ELG selection criterion (LOWP) to fill the remaining fibers. It is the same criterion stretched in magnitude and color to investigate the properties of the galaxies around the selection: $[20 < u < 22.7$ and $-0.9 < u - r]$ and $[u - r < 0.7 \cdot (g - i) + 0.2 \text{ or } u - r < 0.7]$.

The BOSS pipeline was used to process the data and all the spectra were inspected to confirm the redshifts. The redshift distribution of this sample is shifted towards lower redshifts (see Fig. 10) with respect to the previous sample because of the shallower photometry (between 5 and 10 times shallower) from which the targets were drawn. This sample is complementary in terms of redshift and luminosity. Table 3 summarizes the results of the observations.

We retained the split of the two ugr ELG samples because the parent photometry catalogs are very different.

4 http://batc.bao.ac.cn/Uband/survey.html

2.5.3. Emission line flux measurement on BOSS spectra

The flux in the emission line derived from BOSS spectra were estimated using two different pipelines, the redshift pipeline (Bolton et al. 2012) and the Portsmouth pipeline5 (Thomas et al. 2013). These estimators produce consistent measurements. The BOSS spectra were observed with fiber spectroscopy, and objects are typically larger than the area covered by the fibers, which have a diameter of 2 arcsec. To correct this effect we computed the difference between the magnitude in a 2 arcsec aperture and the total model magnitude. Table 5 gives the magnitude used as a function of the redshift of the galaxy. If the difference is within the error of the total magnitude, we do not correct the measured [OIII] flux. If the difference is greater than the error, then we rescale the [OIII] flux, $f_{\text{measured}}$, using the magnitudes $m$ in which the [OIII] line is located. The correction used was

$$f_{\text{total}} = f_{\text{measured}} 10^{m-m_{\text{fiber}}/2.5} \text{ if } |m-m_{\text{fiber}}| > \text{err}_m$$

$$f_{\text{total}} = f_{\text{measured}} \text{ if } |m-m_{\text{fiber}}| \leq \text{err}_m.$$  

We cannot tell if the part of the galaxy located outside of the fiber actually emits more or less than the part measured within the fiber. The mean correction in flux is $\sim 2.7$; i.e., the fiber captured is on average $\sim$40% of the total flux.

2.6. Galactic dust correction

We corrected the measured [OIII] fluxes from the extinction of our galaxy using the Calzetti et al. (1994) law $f_{\text{corrected}}(A) = f_{\text{observed}} 10^{0.4 E(B-V)}$, where $E(B-V)$ is taken from the dust maps made by Schlegel et al. (1998).

2.7. Final sample

We combined the data samples previously described to measure the observed [OIII] LF in the redshift range $0.1 < z < 1.65$. We set eight redshift bins of width $\sim 1$ Gyr.

We selected reliable redshifts that have well-defined photometry in two or three of the ugric optical bands that we used for the weighting scheme (see next paragraph). Moreover, we requested a detection of the [OIII] lines with an S/N greater than 3. In total, we used around 20 000 spectra. The total amount of spectra provided by each survey as a function of redshift is given in Table 4. This conjunction of surveys has a gap in redshift around redshift 0.45. We minimized the impact of this gap by shrinking the redshift bin to the minimum $(0.4 < z < 0.5)$ and removing it from the analysis.

We tested the robustness of LF against the S/N limits between 3 and 10. We distinguished two regimes: for a S/N limit decreasing from 10 to 5, the uncertainty on the LF decreases and the luminosity limit decreases as the sample grows in size; for a S/N limit at 4 or 3, the number of detections increases, but the LF is not determined with greater precision. In fact, for such low significance detections the weights have a large uncertainty, which affects the LF. The most accurate results are obtained by using a S/N limit of 5.

We did not use the DEEP2 (Zhu et al. 2009; Newman et al. 2013), HETDEX (Ciardullo et al. 2013), and narrow-band survey data from the Subaru Deep Field (Ly et al. 2007), from HiZELS (Sobral et al. 2012), or the UKIDSS Ultra Deep Survey field (Drake et al. 2013) because an

5 http://www.sdss3.org/dr9/algorithms/galaxy_portsmouth.php#kinematics
Fig. 10. Observations with SDSS telescope based on the SCUSS photometry. Top row, left panel: color selection applied to the SDSS + SCUSS photometry. Right panel: RA, Dec in degree (J2000). All the $20 < u < 23$ objects (green) and the spectroscopic targets (red). Bottom: observed redshift distributions per square degree per $\Delta z = 0.1$ High priority ELG (red) are at slighter higher redshift than the low priority ELG (blue). This selection based on a shallower photometry than the CFHT-LS is not as efficient at selecting redshift 0.8 ELGs.

Table 3. SCUSS – SDSS-III/BOSS ELG observed as a function of spectral types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Reliable redshift</th>
<th>Low confidence redshift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$N$ (deg$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>4914</td>
<td>188.26</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galaxies</td>
<td>3419</td>
<td>130.99</td>
<td>69.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasars</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>13.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lousy</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>11.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Reliable redshift</th>
<th>Low confidence redshift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$N$ (deg$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>3185</td>
<td>122.02</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galaxies</td>
<td>2392</td>
<td>91.64</td>
<td>75.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasars</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>6.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lousy</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>17.66</td>
<td>14.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The [OII] LF measurement had already been performed. Rather we compared their [OII] LF measurements to ours.

3. [OII] luminosity function

Based on the [OII] catalog constructed in the previous section, we measured the [OII] LF.

3.1. Weighting scheme

The weighting scheme relates the observed galaxies to their parent distribution; in this section, we describe a novel technique to compute the weights that allows different surveys to be combined.
Table 4. Number of galaxies used in each redshift bin, by survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$z_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$z_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>Gama</th>
<th>Sequels</th>
<th>BOSS W3</th>
<th>VVDS</th>
<th>COSMOS</th>
<th>$N_{\text{total}}$</th>
<th>$\sqrt{N}/N$</th>
<th>Volume $[10^6 \text{ Mpc}^3]$</th>
<th>Age at $z_{\text{max}}$ [Gyr]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>4136</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4450</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.1 (12.5)</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1708</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2483</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>4579</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>1113</td>
<td>2032</td>
<td>4579</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>1652</td>
<td>3951</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total in $0.1 &lt; z &lt; 1.65$</td>
<td>5844</td>
<td>4074</td>
<td>1493</td>
<td>2862</td>
<td>5123</td>
<td>19396</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The ELG VLT objects are at the same location of the sky as zCOSMOS and are listed in the same column. The data cover six different sky regions (VVDS has two).

Fig. 11. Left panel: luminosity vs. redshift. In each redshift bin the horizontal black lines show the 5σ completeness limit of the data presented, except in the $0.4 < z < 0.5$ where we show the high completeness limit (see Sect. 4.1 for details). Right panel: redshift distribution by survey, on the Cosmos field (purple), on the CFHT-LS W3 field (red), and on the SCUSS–SDSS field (green).

3.1.1. Principle

In a dust-free theory, the [OII] emitter population can be completely described by three parameters, the redshift, the continuum under the line (or the line equivalent width, EW), and the UV-slope that produced this emission. We denote with $f$ the function that connects a point in the three-dimensional space ($z$, EW, UV-slope) to a unique [OII] flux. Observationally, these three parameters correspond to the emission line flux, the magnitude containing the emission line, and the color preceding the emission line. In reality, the dust and orientation of each galaxy induces scatter in this parameter space introducing some scatter to the function $f$. The surroundings of each parameter of the relation should be considered so that $f$ can still be used to relate the observed distribution to the parent distribution.

To implement this weighting scheme, we used the Megacam$^6$ and SDSS photometric broadband ugriz filters (Fukugita et al. 1996; Gunn et al. 1998) systems (the SCUSS u filter is the same as the SDSS u filter) to assign a magnitude and a color as a function of the redshift of each galaxy. For example, in the Megacam system, a galaxy with a redshift in $0.1 < z < 0.461$ will see its [OII] line fall in the $g$ band; we thus used the $g$ magnitude and the $u-g$ color to compare this galaxy to the complete population. For [OII] redshifts in $0.461 < z < 0.561$, we considered this zone as the overlap region between the $g$ and the $r$ filters. The boundaries are defined by the corresponding redshift of transition between the two bands $z_b$ broadened by 0.05, thus a transition of $z_b \pm 0.05$. In this bin, we used $(g + r)/2$ as the magnitude and $u-g$ as the color. Table 5 and Fig. 12 present the colors and magnitudes assigned for the weighting. This process allows a consistent weighting scheme for the complete data set that has the same physical meaning when redshift varies.

We computed the observed density deg$^{-2}$ of galaxies with an S/N in the [OII] emission line greater than 5, $N_{\text{observed}}$ with $S/N_{(\text{OII})} > 5$,$(z_{\text{spec}}$, $m$, $c$), as a function of spectroscopic redshift, magnitude $m$, and color $c$. This value is compared to the complete galaxy population $N_{\text{total}}(z_{\text{pho}}$, $m$, $c$) to obtain a completeness weight,

$$W(z, m, c) = \frac{N_{\text{observed}}(S/N_{(\text{OII})} > 5, (z_{\text{spec}}$, $m$, $c))}{N_{\text{total}}(z_{\text{pho}}$, $m$, $c)}.$$

Notes. The redshift bins correspond to the ugriz filter transitions of Megacam or SDSS.

Table 5. Weighting scheme as a function of redshift for the [OII] lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFHT $z$ range</th>
<th>SDSS $z$ range</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1–0.461</td>
<td>0.1–0.41</td>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>$u-g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.461–0.561</td>
<td>0.41–0.51</td>
<td>$(g + r)/2$</td>
<td>$u-g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.561–0.811</td>
<td>0.51–0.78</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$g-r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.811–0.911</td>
<td>0.78–0.88</td>
<td>$(r + i)/2$</td>
<td>$g-r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.911–1.19</td>
<td>0.88–1.17</td>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>$r-i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.19–1.29</td>
<td>1.17–1.27</td>
<td>$(i + z)/2$</td>
<td>$r-i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.29–1.65</td>
<td>1.27–1.65</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$i-z$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The redshift bins correspond to the ugriz filter transitions of Megacam or SDSS.

6 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Instruments/Imaging/Megacam/specsinformation.html
To obtain the information on the complete galaxy population \( N_{\text{total}}(c_{\text{phot}}, m, c) \), we used the photometric redshift catalogs from the CFHT-LS deep fields 1, 2, 3, 4 (WIRDS) (Ilbert et al. 2006, 2013; Bielby et al. 2012) and the Stripe 82 SDSS Coadd photometric redshift catalog (Annis et al. 2014; Reis et al. 2012) that span 3.19 deg\(^2\) and 275 deg\(^2\), respectively.

For redshifts \( z < 0.7 \), we used the number densities observed on the Stripe 82 SDSS Coadd. For redshifts above, we used the CFHT-LS deep photometric redshift catalog to obtain the best possible estimate of the parent density of galaxies (we note that it is not necessary to have the parent photometry and the observed data on the same location of the sky). We converted all the magnitudes to the CFHT Megacam system using the calibrations of Regnault et al. (2009) to have a consistent weighting scheme among the various surveys.

### 3.1.2. Implementation

To implement the weights properly and avoid edge effects caused by data binning, we adopted two three-dimensional trees\(^7\) (one for the data and one for the parent sample) containing the redshift, the magnitude, and the color normalized at their first and last deciles (D10 and D90); i.e., we remapped the three quantities so that the information is primarily contained in the interval 0–1

\[
z_{\text{tree}} = \frac{z - \text{D10}_{z}}{\text{D90}_{z} - \text{D10}_{z}},
\]

\[
m_{\text{tree}} = \frac{m - \text{D10}_{m}}{\text{D90}_{m} - \text{D10}_{m}},
\]

\[
c_{\text{tree}} = \frac{c - \text{D10}_{c}}{\text{D90}_{c} - \text{D10}_{c}}.
\]

This transformation allows the estimation of distance between two points in the trees without being biased by the distribution of each quantity. In this manner the distance between two points \( i, j \),

\[
\Delta_{i,j} = |z_{i,j} - z_{\text{tree}}|^2 + |m_{i,j} - m_{\text{tree}}|^2 + |c_{i,j} - c_{\text{tree}}|^2
\]

represents more equally the three axes: color, magnitude, and redshift. We computed the number of galaxies around each galaxy \( i \) in the observed sample tree and in the parent sample tree: \( N(\Delta_{\text{obs}, i} < 0.15) \) and \( N(\Delta_{\text{parent}, i} < 0.15) \). The ratio of the two numbers gives the individual weight for each observed galaxy.

Using the jackknife method, we tested the technique against different remapping schemes and tree distances and found the values mentioned above to be stable and reliable (see Appendix A for details). This method is more reliable than constructing color and magnitude bins, as binning can be very sensitive to the fine-tuning of each bin value, in particular at the edges of the distributions.

We estimated the sample variance uncertainty on \( N(\Delta_{\text{obs}, i} < 0.15) \) and \( N(\Delta_{\text{parent}, i} < 0.15) \) in two ways: the Poisson error and the Moster et al. (2011) “cosmic variance” estimator. In areas of high density of the three-dimensional tree, the Poisson error is negligible compared to the cosmic variance estimation. In regions of small densities, this relation is reversed. To avoid underestimating the error, we considered the sample variance error as the maximum of the two estimators.

The uncertainty on the weight (\( \omega_{\text{Err}} \)) is computed by varying the position of the galaxy in both trees in all directions of the redshift, magnitude, and color space by its error in each dimension. This approach produces an upper and lower value for the weight. We note that the uncertainty in redshift is negligible compared to the error on the magnitude and color.

The final uncertainty on the weight is the combination of the sample variance and of the galaxy weight error. The weight error dominates on the edges of the redshift-magnitude-color space, where densities are sparse. The sample variance error dominates in the densest zones of the redshift-magnitude-color space.

This method is very similar to that of Zhu et al. (2009) where they express the probability of \([\text{OII}]\) being measured, denoted \( f \), as a function of the object magnitude compared to the \( R \)-band cut, the \( B - R, R - I \) color cuts, and of the probability of measuring a good redshift with \([\text{OII}]\) in the spectra. From this probability they extract a completeness weight for each galaxy.

### 3.2. Observed luminosity function

We define the luminosity in the \([\text{OII}]\) lines by

\[
L_{[\text{OII}]} = 4\pi \left( \text{flux} \ [\text{OII}] \cdot \left| \text{erg s}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2} \right| \right) \left( \frac{d_{\text{LC}}}{\text{cm}} \right)^2,
\]

\(^7\)\text{http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/ productCd-EHEP001657.html}
where $d_L$ is the luminosity distance in cm expressed as

$$d_L(z) = \frac{(1 + z) c}{H_0} \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\sqrt{\Omega_m + \Omega_r(1 + z')^3}}.$$  \hfill (8)

The completeness limit is given by the completeness limit of the data sample with the highest sensitivity.

We used the jackknife technique to estimate sample variance on the LF. We split the sample into ten equal subsamples and remeasured the LF on the subsamples. The standard deviation from the ten estimations is our adopted sample variance error. The LF measurements are shown in Fig. 13. The error bars contain the error from the weight ($w$Err) and the sample variance error computed with jackknife.

Thanks to the combination of the GAMA survey and the low redshift ELG observed in SEQUELS, we were able to estimate the [OII] LF at low redshift ($z < 0.4$) and in particular accurately measure its bright end. The combined fit with the HETDEX measurement gives a good estimation of the parameters of the Schechter model.

In the redshift bin $0.4 < z < 0.5$, the completeness from GAMA drops and the other spectroscopic samples were selected to be at higher redshift. Therefore, it is difficult to derive a clean LF in this bin and we excluded it from the analysis.

Fig. 13. Observed LF compared to previous surveys estimates (in their closest redshift bin). The number above each LF point gives the exact number of galaxies used. The arrows going downwards correspond to measurements with an error consistent with 0. The Schechter functions fits are shown as magenta dashes. The last panel shows the evolution of the [OII] LF from redshift 0.17 to 1.44 using the fits. The trend is that with increasing redshift there are increasing numbers of bright [OII] emitters and the faint end slope gets steeper.
In the three redshift bins within 0.5 < z < 1.07, we were able to compare the Drake et al. (2013) measurement in the first bin and the Zhu et al. (2009) measurements in the following two bins. In the first bin the Drake et al. (2013) measurement is at slightly lower redshift (0.53 compared to 0.6) and given the quick evolution of the LF at this epoch the discrepancy found is reasonable. In the following two bins, given that the DEEP2 measurements are at a slightly higher redshift, they are brighter. In these bins, a Schechter (1976) model fits the LF well. In particular, the faint completeness limit allows the faint end slope of the LF to be fitted accurately.

In the last two redshift bins, 1.07 < z < 1.65, the LF measurement is in very good agreement with the previous DEEP2 measurements, although our data sets are limited to the bright end that only corresponds to a part of the SFR density in these bins. To constrain the faint end slope of the Schechter fits in these bins, we use the measurements from Sobral et al. (2012), Drake et al. (2013). We note that these measurement are in very good agreement in the overlapping region.

Our measurement clearly shows the evolution of the bright end of the [OII] LF: as redshift increases from 0.165 to 1.44, there are more luminous [OII] emitters. The last panel of Fig. 13 show the evolution using the fits. Thanks to the combination with the measurements of the faint end by Sobral et al. (2012), Drake et al. (2013) in the last two redshift bins and by Gilbank et al. (2010), Ciardullo et al. (2013) in the first two redshift bins, we can also notice the steepening of the faint end slope from redshift 0.165 to redshift 1.44.

We computed the integrated luminosity density directly without using any fits (see Table 6). Then using the latest [OII] SFR calibration from Moustakas et al. (2006) we converted this luminosity density into a SFR density:

$$\rho_{SFR_{[\text{OII}]}} \equiv \frac{\phi_{[\text{OII}]} \left( L/L_\ast \right)^\alpha \exp \left( -L/L_\ast \right) d \left( L/L_\ast \right)}{M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1} \text{ Mpc}^{-3}} \quad (10)$$

where the fitted parameters are $\alpha$ the faint end slope, $L_\ast$ [erg s$^{-1}$] the characteristic Schechter luminosity, and $\phi_{[\text{OII}]}$ [Mpc$^{-3}$] the density of galaxies with $L > L_\ast$. The parameters fitted are usually highly correlated. Gallego et al. (2002) found a faint end slope of $\sim -1.2 \pm 0.2$ with a Schechter model for ELGs in the local Universe. Gilbank et al. (2010) re-measured the [OII] LF in the local Universe, but found that a model with a double power-law and a faint end slope of $-1.6$ was a better representation of the data. Zhu et al. (2009) also found that a double power law was a better description of the [OII] LF.

The overall trend, which is independent of any fits, is the increase of the integrated luminosity density $L'_{[\text{OII}]}(z = 0.165) \sim 39$ to $L'_{[\text{OII}]}(z = 1.44) \sim 40$; this confirms that there are more [OII] emissions at $z > 1$ than at $z < 1$.

### 3.3. Functional form of the luminosity function

The number density of galaxies in the luminosity range $L + dL$, denoted $\Phi(L)dL$, is usually fitted with a Schechter (1976) function of the form

$$\Phi(L)dL = \phi_{[\text{OII}]} \left( L/L_\ast \right)^\alpha \exp \left( -L/L_\ast \right) d \left( L/L_\ast \right)$$

The number density of galaxies in the luminosity range $L + dL$, denoted $\Phi(L)dL$, is usually fitted with a Schechter (1976) function of the form

$$\Phi(L)dL = \phi_{[\text{OII}]} \left( L/L_\ast \right)^\alpha \exp \left( -L/L_\ast \right) d \left( L/L_\ast \right)$$

where the fitted parameters are $\alpha$ the faint end slope, $L_\ast$ [erg s$^{-1}$] the characteristic Schechter luminosity, and $\phi_{[\text{OII}]}$ [Mpc$^{-3}$] the density of galaxies with $L > L_\ast$. The parameters fitted are usually highly correlated. Gallego et al. (2002) found a faint end slope of $\sim -1.2 \pm 0.2$ with a Schechter model for ELGs in the local Universe. Gilbank et al. (2010) re-measured the [OII] LF in the local Universe, but found that a model with a double power-law and a faint end slope of $-1.6$ was a better representation of the data. Zhu et al. (2009) also found that a double power law was a better description of the [OII] LF.

The parameter $\alpha$ is not well constrained in the literature; with this measurement, we now have a better insight on its value and evolution. Beyond redshift $z > 1.1$, the completeness limit of our sample is too bright to constrain $\alpha$, but combining with narrowband estimates of the LF enables the fit of $\alpha$. We measure the flattening of the LF from redshift 1.44 to redshift 0.165 (see Table 6).

The results of the fits are summarized in Table 6 and are shown in Fig. 13.

### 3.4. [OII] flux limited redshift surveys, baryonic acoustic oscillation, and emission line galaxy target selection

Future large spectroscopic surveys that aim for a precise measurement of the baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) in the power spectrum of galaxies in the redshift range.

### Table 6. Fits on the LF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validity log $L$ range</th>
<th>Schechter fit</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Total log $\rho_{SFR}$ from UV and FIR</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>mean</strong></td>
<td><strong>log $L_*$</strong></td>
<td><strong>log $\Phi_*$</strong></td>
<td><strong>$\alpha$</strong></td>
<td><strong>log $\rho_{SFR_{[\text{OII}]}(\text{observed})}$</strong></td>
<td><strong>log $\rho_{SFR_{[\text{OII}]}(\text{fit})}$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>redshift</strong></td>
<td><strong>[erg s$^{-1}$]</strong></td>
<td><strong>[erg s$^{-1}$]</strong></td>
<td><strong>[Mpc$^{-3}$]</strong></td>
<td><strong>[erg s$^{-1}$ Mpc$^{-3}$]</strong></td>
<td><strong>M$_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ Mpc$^{-3}$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>41.18 ± 0.08</td>
<td>−2.16 ± 0.4</td>
<td>−1.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>41.52 ± 0.04</td>
<td>−2.31 ± 0.1</td>
<td>−1.2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>42.31 ± 0.01</td>
<td>−3.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>−2.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>40.75</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>42.4 ± 0.16</td>
<td>−3.82 ± 0.12</td>
<td>−2.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>42.86 ± 0.27</td>
<td>−4.81 ± 0.13</td>
<td>−2.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>42.39 ± 0.1</td>
<td>−3.18 ± 0.35</td>
<td>−1.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.442</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>42.41 ± 0.14</td>
<td>−2.61 ± 0.15</td>
<td>−1.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** Integrated luminosity density observed and corresponding SFR densities observed. The last column is computed with the relation provided by Madau & Dickinson (2014), Eq. (15).

The overall trend, which is independent of any fits, is the increase of the integrated luminosity density $L'_{[\text{OII}]}(z = 0.165) \sim 39$ to $L'_{[\text{OII}]}(z = 1.44) \sim 40$; this confirms that there are more [OII] emissions at $z > 1$ than at $z < 1$.
0.7 < z < 1.6, such as DESI\textsuperscript{8} or eBOSS\textsuperscript{9}, can be designed following three constraints.

First, the measured power spectrum of the tracers surveyed must overcome the shot noise, which requires a high density of tracers. We can distinguish two regimes of selection below redshift z < 1.1, and above. At z = 0.7, the power spectrum of the dark matter predicted by the Code for Anisotropies in the Microwave Background, CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000), is $P(k = 0.063 \, h \, \text{Mpc}^{-1}) = 9.5 \times 10^{-5} \, h^3 \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$, thus a density of $\frac{3}{\text{Mpc}^3} \approx 3 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$ is sufficient to overcome the shot noise by a factor three (Kaiser 1986). At z = 1.1, $P(k = 0.063 \, h \, \text{Mpc}^{-1}) = 7 \times 10^{-3} \, h^3 \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$, and the density required is $4.2 \times 10^{-4} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$. In the redshift range 0.7 < z < 1.1, the massive $M > 10^{11} \, M_\odot$ galaxy population consists of a mix of star-forming and quiescent galaxies, whose number density is $\sim 2 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$ (Ilbert et al. 2013). The galaxy densities to overcome shot noise are therefore reachable either with the quiescent or the star-forming galaxies. At z = 1.6, $P(0.063 \, h \, \text{Mpc}^{-1}) = 5.1 \times 10^{-4} \, h^3 \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$, the density required is $6 \times 10^{-4} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$. From the galaxy evolution point of view, a significant change occurs in the redshift range 1.1 < z < 1.6: the massive end ($M > 10^{11} \, M_\odot$) of the mass function becomes dominated by star-forming galaxies. The density of massive star-forming galaxies is around $10^{-3} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$, whereas the density of massive quiescent galaxies drops from $6 \times 10^{-4} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$ at z = 1.1 to $10^{-4} \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$ at z = 1.6. Therefore, above redshift z > 1.1 the density of massive quiescent galaxies decreases too rapidly to overcome the shot noise in the power spectrum of galaxies. However, the density of massive star-forming galaxies in the redshift range 0.7 < z < 1.6 is sufficient to sample the BAO: this tracer covers this redshift range consistently. Therefore, to overcome shot noise and measure the BAO in the power spectrum of galaxies, one must target star-forming galaxies.

Second, because of the large load of required data in BAO experiments, accurate spectroscopic redshifts must be acquired in an effective manner. Star-forming galaxies have strong emission lines in their spectrum, and are therefore good candidates. Comparat et al. (2013b) demonstrated that one can select efficient star-forming galaxies to sample the BAO to redshift z = 1.2. The [O\textsc{iii}] LF measurement presented here extends this measurement to redshift 1.65 and provides insight on the galaxy population considered by future BAO studies compared to the global galaxy population.

Third, there is the need to survey massive galaxies that are well correlated to the whole matter field (luminous and dark) in order to obtain the highest possible S/N in their power spectrum. Comparat et al. (2013a) demonstrated that the color-selected galaxies for BAO have a relatively high galaxy bias $b \sim 1.8$, and their luminous matter – dark matter cross-correlation coefficient measured using weak-lensing is consistent with 1, but we do not consider this point in this article. Therefore, one needs to select the most luminous galaxies of the redshift range to maximize the galaxy bias.

To detect the BAO at redshifts above $z > 0.7$, with optical spectrographs, an [O\textsc{iii}] flux-limited sample is therefore the best way to cover the entire redshift range in a minimum amount of telescope time with a dense enough galaxy population. This selection is equivalent to making a SFR selection plus a dust selection (selecting galaxies with the least amount of dust) so that lines emitted are not obscured. This sample will neither be a mass-limited sample nor a SFR-limited sample.

\textsuperscript{8} http://desi.lbl.gov/
\textsuperscript{9} http://www.sdss.org/sdss-surveys/eboss/

Based on the catalog gathered to compute the LF, we can derive relations between the [O\textsc{iii}] flux observed and magnitudes to help the planning of theses surveys, in particular the target selection algorithms. We investigate the eventual correlations between the observed [O\textsc{iii}] fluxes and the $ugriz$ broadband magnitude (in the CFHT Megacam system). We set two redshift ranges:

- 0.7 < z < 1.1 corresponding to eBOSS-ELG and where the [O\textsc{iii}] data is complete to a luminosity of $10^{41} \, \text{erg s}^{-1}$, which corresponds to a flux $2.3 \times 10^{-17} \, \text{erg s}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2}$ at redshift 0.9.
- 1.1 < z < 1.6 corresponding to DESI-ELG and where the [O\textsc{iii}] data is complete to a luminosity of $10^{42} \, \text{erg s}^{-1}$, which corresponds to a flux $8.2 \times 10^{-17} \, \text{erg s}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2}$ at redshift 1.3.

The magnitude that correlates best with the [O\textsc{iii}] flux is the g band in the redshift range 0.7 < z < 1.1 and the r band in the range 1.1 < z < 1.6 (see Fig. 15). These bands should thus be used to construct an [O\textsc{iii}] flux limited sample in the most efficient way. The correlation in the higher redshift bin might be biased because below the flux completeness limit the data is not representative of the complete population: u or g band could also be used for targeting at redshift 1.1 < z < 1.6.

We project the LF densities as a function of redshift to derive the brightest g and r limiting magnitude that will provide a sufficient density of the brightest [O\textsc{iii}] emitters (a flux limit of $10^{-16} \, \text{erg s}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2}$) to sample the BAO. We find that a survey with magnitude limit of $g < 22.8$ can target a tracer density greater than $10^{-4}$ galaxies $h^3 \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$ to $z \sim 1.2$ (e.g., eBOSS). A survey with magnitude limit of $r < 23.3$ can target a tracer density greater than $10^{-4}$ galaxies $h^3 \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$ to $z \sim 1.6$ (e.g., DESI; see Fig. 14). Further color selection is needed to sculpt the redshift distribution, in particular to remove lower redshift galaxies. We do not investigate color selections to separate [O\textsc{iii}] emitters in a given redshift range from the bulk of the galaxy populations at unwanted redshifts here. These color selections are dependent on the photometric survey used and should be discussed in each survey paper.

**Fig. 14.** Redshift distribution per square degree of galaxies with [O\textsc{iii}] flux greater than $10^{-16} \, \text{erg cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ and magnitude $g$ brighter than $g < 22.8$ (red) compared to constant density of $10^{-3}$ and $3 \times 10^{-4} \, h^3 \, \text{Mpc}^{-3}$ (purple).
[OII] and stellar mass

In addition to the relation between [OII] flux and observed magnitudes, in order to plan future surveys and run $N$-body simulations with the adequate resolution, the stellar mass of the targeted ELG is of interest. We use the stellar mass catalog from (Ilbert et al. 2013) to estimate the average stellar mass of the samples mentioned above. The mean stellar mass of the eBOSS-ELG sample is $10^{10.2 \pm 0.3} M_\odot$ and the mean stellar mass for the DESI-ELG sample is $10^{9.9 \pm 0.2} M_\odot$. This estimate confirms that ELG samples are not mass-limited sample (complete in mass). This confirms that an [OII]-selected sample is likely to miss the dusty and star-forming galaxy population (Hayashi et al. 2013) that lies in the massive end of the galaxy population (Garn & Best 2010).

3.5. [OII] and star formation rate

The oxygen [OII] emission line is also a SFR indicator that is measurable in the optical wavelengths for galaxies with redshift $0 < z < 1.7$, thanks to its strength and its blue rest-frame location (Kewley et al. 2004), although the SFR-[OII] relation is not as direct as SFR-H$_\alpha$. The oxygen emission lines are not directly coupled to the ionizing continuum emitted by stars, but are sensitive to metal abundance, excitation, stellar mass, and dust-attenuation (e.g., Moustakas et al. 2006). The [OII] lines are therefore more weakly correlated to the SFR owing to a number of degeneracies (Garn & Best 2010). In the past, the [OII] LFs were derived and related to the SFR by Gallego et al. (2002), Ly et al. (2007), Argence & Lamareille (2009), Zhu et al. (2009), Gilbank et al. (2010). In order to derive a clean estimation of the SFR density sampled, we would need to recalculate the [OII] SFR relation in each redshift bin using a sample containing the [OII] fluxes, the FUV, and IR luminosities. We leave this work for a future study.

4. Comparison to semi-analytical models

In this section we compare our observations to the predictions from two semi-analytical models, GALFORM (Cole et al. 2000) and SAG (Orsi et al. 2014), which are based on a $\Lambda$CDM universe with WMAP7 cosmology (Komatsu et al. 2011). In order to make the comparison with these models, we recomputed the observed LF for a WMAP7 cosmology.

Semi-analytical models use simple, physically motivated recipes and rules to follow the fate of baryons in a universe in which structure grows hierarchically through gravitational instability (see Baugh 2006; Benson 2010, for an overview of hierarchical galaxy formation models). Here, we compare our observations to predictions from both the Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) flavor of the GALFORM model (hereafter GP14) and the Orsi et al. (2014) flavor of the SAG model (hereafter OR14). Both models follow the physical processes that shape the formation and evolution of galaxies, including

1. the collapse and merging of dark matter haloes;
2. the shock-heating and radiative cooling of gas inside dark matter haloes, leading to the formation of galaxy discs;
3. star formation bursts that can be triggered by either mergers or disk instabilities;
4. quiescent star formation in galaxy discs which in the OR14 model is assumed to be proportional to the total amount of cold gas, while in the GP14 model it takes into

Fig. 15. Correlations between the broadband magnitudes and the [OII] flux. The contours represent the density of galaxies predicted by the weighted data (from dark blue to brown 10, 50, 100, 200, 500 galaxy deg$^{-2}$). The $g$ band correlates best in the redshift range $0.7 < z < 1.1$. The $r$ magnitude correlates best in the range $1.3 < z < 1.6$. The fluxes corresponding to a luminosity of $10^{41}$ and $10^{42}$ erg s$^{-1}$ and the mean redshift (0.9 and 1.3) are represented by dashed blue lines.

Comparing the magnitude – [OII] fluxes correlations and their densities with the current observational plans of surveys such as DESI or eBOSS broadly confirms their feasibility.
account both the atomic and molecular components of the gas (Lagos et al. 2011);
5. the growth of super massive black holes in galaxies;
6. feedback from supernovae, from AGNs and from photoionization of the intergalactic medium;
7. chemical enrichment of the stars and gas;
8. galaxy mergers driven by dynamical friction within common dark matter haloes, leading to the formation of stellar spheroids.

The end product of the calculations is a prediction for the number and properties of galaxies that reside within dark matter haloes of different masses.

Although both the GP14 and OR14 models assume the same cosmology, they use different N-body simulations to generate their respective dark matter halo merger trees. The GP14 model used the MS-W7 N-body simulation (Lacey et al., in prep.), with a simulation box of 500 h⁻¹ Mpc side. The OR14 model was run using an N-body simulation of volume (150 h⁻¹ Mpc)³. This volume is too small to adequately model the properties of the brightest observed galaxies. Tests using the GP14 model showed that a simulation box with sides of at least 280 h⁻¹ Mpc is required to study the bright end of the [OII] LF.

The free parameters in the GP14 model were chosen to reproduce the observed LFs at z = 0 in both b and K bands and to give a reasonable evolution of the rest-frame UV and V LFs. To calibrate their free parameters, the OR14 model used the z = 0 LFs, but also the z = 1 UV LF and SN Ia rates (Ruiz et al. 2013).

Both the GP14 and OR14 models reproduce the evolution of the Hβ LF reasonably well (Lagos et al. 2014; Orsi et al. 2014). The Hβ is a recombination line and thus, its unattenuated luminosity is directly proportional to the Lyman continuum, which is a direct prediction of the semi-analytical models. Below we briefly describe how the emission lines are calculated in both models.

4.1. The GALFORM model

In the GALFORM model the ratio between the [OII] and the Lyman continuum is calculated using the HI region models by Stasińska (1990). The GALFORM model uses by default eight HI region models spanning a range of metallicities, but with the same uniform density of 10 hydrogen particles per cm⁻³ and one ionizing star in the center of the region with an effective temperature of 45 000 K. The ionizing parameter¹⁰ of these HI region models is around 10⁻³, with exact values depending on their metallicity in a nontrivial way. These ionizing parameters are typical within the grid of HI regions provided by Stasińska (1990).

In this way, the GALFORM model is assuming a nearly invariant ionization parameter. Such an assumption, although reasonable for recombination lines, is likely too simplistic for other emission lines such as the [OIII] line (e.g., Sanchez et al. 2015).

4.2. The SAG model

Orsi et al. (2014) combined the SAG semi-analytical model with a photo-ionization code to predict emission line strengths originated in HI regions with different ionization parameters. In order to do this, the model assumes an ionization parameter that

depends on the cold gas metallicity of the galaxy. This dependency is suggested by a number of observational studies (e.g., Shim & Chary 2013; Sanchez et al. 2015).

The dependency of the ionization parameter on metallicity introduced two new free parameters in the OR14 model, an exponent and a normalization, that were chosen in order to reproduce the observed BPT diagram and the [OII] and [OIII] LF at different redshifts obtained by narrowband surveys.

4.3. The predicted [OII] luminosity function

Our observed [OII] LF at z = 0.6, 0.95, 1.2, and 1.44 are compared with the predictions from both the GP14 and the OR14 models in Fig. 16. It is important to stress that the GP14 model was not calibrated to reproduce any observed [OII] LF and that the OR14 was calibrated by attempting to reproduce the [OII] LFs of narrowband observations, which do not suffer from the same selection effects as the ones derived here.

The OR14 model predicts an [OII] LF with a bright end slope that agrees with our observations at all redshifts. As shown in Fig. 16, the [OII] LF predicted by the OR14 model at z = 1.44 is in excellent agreement with our observations and with other observations. However, at lower redshifts this model overpredicts the density of faint [OII] emitters. Figure 16 shows that the predictions of the OR14 are affected by the modeling of dust.

Figure 16 shows that the observed [OII] LFs at z = 1.2 is reasonably reproduced by the prediction from the GP14 model. The GP14 model underpredicts the observed [OII] LF at z = 1.44, except for the brightest bins, which is dominated by the emission of central galaxies. The predicted [OII] LF by the GALFORM model is sensitive to the assumed ionization parameter. Using extreme values from the Stasińska (1990) grid of HII regions, we obtain predicted [OII] LFs bracketing those shown in Fig. 16. The default characteristics of the HII region model assumed in the GALFORM model might not be adequate at the higher redshifts z = 1.44. For the two highest redshift bins shown in Fig. 16, the observations are actually closer to the predicted LF without dust attenuation, though it is unlikely for these galaxies to be dust free. In particular, if we take into account that the dust extinction applied to the [OII] line is the same as experienced by the continuum at that wavelength, the line could actually be more attenuated than predicted here. The main uncertainty for the Hβ line is the dust attenuation (see Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2013, for a detailed description of the dust treatment in the models).

Figure 16 also shows the [OII] LF predicted by the GP14 model imposing a cut in magnitude similar to that done observationally. Compared with the model predictions, we expect our observations to be complete at the faintest end of the LF. A detailed exploration of the source of the discrepancy between our observations and the predictions from both models is beyond the scope of this paper.

5. Conclusion

In this work we have measured the [OII] LF every gigayear in the redshift range 0.1 < z < 1.65 with unprecedented depth and accuracy. This has allowed us to witness the evolution of its bright end: we measure the decrease of log L from 42.4 erg/s at redshift 1.44 to 41.2 at redshift 0.165. Moreover, by combining our measurements with the fainter ones by Sobral et al. (2012), Drake et al. (2013) and Gilbank et al. (2010), Ciardullo et al. (2013), we measure the faint end slope flattening from redshift 1.44 to 0.165.

¹⁰ The ionizing parameter is defined here as a dimensionless quantity equal to the ionizing photon flux per unit area per hydrogen density, normalized by the speed of light (see Stasińska 1990).
Fig. 16. Our observed LF (black symbols) compared to the predictions from the GP14 (solid blue lines) and the OR14 model (solid green lines). The solid red lines show the predictions from the GP14 model when an extra cut in magnitude is included, as indicated in each legend. The corresponding predictions without including the dust attenuation are shown as dashed lines of the corresponding color. We have also included for comparison the observational data from Drake et al. (2013) as cyan symbols.

Such a measurement has been made possible by combining observations in a novel way from the FORS2 instrument at VLT on the COSMOS field (released along with the paper), the SDSS-III/BOSS spectrograph ELG ancillary programs, and with public flux calibrated spectroscopy of [OIII] emitters. Indeed, we created a new weighting scheme that robustly combines different data sets for observations that provide the measurement of the fluxes in the lines, the corresponding aperture correction, and the parent photometry.

The measurement of the bright end of the LF demonstrates the feasibility of eBOSS and DESI emission line galaxy target selection; i.e., we have shown here that the density of galaxies with emission line fluxes >10^{-16} erg s^{-1} cm^{-2} is sufficient to sample the BAO to redshift 1.6.

We have compared our observed [OIII] LF to predictions from two state-of-the-art semi-analytical models, and find a good agreement. This comparison is encouraging for the viability of producing realistic mock catalogs of [OIII] flux limited surveys, though more work is needed to understand the discrepancies found.
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Fig. A.1. Predictions from the CMC for magnitude vs. color (in the CFHT system) and observed [OII] luminosity for the CFHT magnitude redshift bins described in Table 5 and Fig. 12.

Fig. A.2. LF(d)/LF(0.15) ratio for $d = 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, 0.14, 0.16, 0.17, 0.18$ divided by the LF determined with 0.15. The vertical red line is the luminosity completeness limit. The error on the LF is shown by black dashes. The LFs with radius 0.14 and 0.16 stay well within the uncertainty on the LF, while larger or smaller radii approach the limit of the uncertainty of the LF.

Appendix A: Weights

This appendix describes the details of the weighting scheme.

The theoretical relation between the magnitude containing [OII], the color before this magnitude, redshift, and the [OII] luminosity is shown using the Cosmo Mock Catalog (Jouvel et al. 2009) in Fig. A.1. This representation does not take into account the dust present in the galaxies that will induce scatter in this figure. For a constant magnitude, the most luminous galaxies have a blue color. This simulation is based on the Kennicutt laws, an extrapolation of the DEEP2 [OII] LF, and ignores dust effects. Therefore, this test cannot be used at face value, not even to determine the completeness limit of our sample. This analysis provides an idea on the relation between the magnitude limit and the luminosity completeness limit we can reach with a sample.

In the text, we quote as best value for the tree search a distance of 0.15. This distance corresponds to a maximum distance in each direction of 0.088, and constrains the search for neighbors within about $\sim0.5$ mag around the magnitude, about $\sim0.25$ mag around the colors, and about $\sim0.15$ around the redshift. These values approximately correspond to the area a given galaxy population occupies (see Fig. A.1).

We tested the LF estimation for different distance values and found that a limit at $0.15 \pm 0.01$ was stable and variations in the measurement of the LF would be smaller than the uncertainty on the LF. Figure A.2 shows the variation in the LF compared to the LF estimate using the tree search distance 0.15. For tree searches that are too wide (>0.17) the weighting scheme begins to fail; i.e., the LF is inconsistent at 1$\sigma$ with the fiducial LF. For tree searches that are too narrow (<0.13), the weights become inaccurate, the weight error increases, and the LF is less accurate.